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1 Yang-Mills
1.1 Maxwell : $U(1)-$YM
$R^{4}$ 1 $\hat{A}=A_{1}dx^{1}+A_{2}$ $2+A_{3}dx^{3}+\phi dt$
$F=d^{4}\hat{A}=B+Edt$
$=$ $B_{1}dx^{2}\wedge dx^{3}+B_{2}dx^{3}\wedge dx^{1}+B_{3}dx^{1}\wedge dx^{2}$
$+$ $(E_{1}dx^{1}+E_{2}dx^{2}+E_{3}dx^{3})\wedge dt$ ,
} $B_{i}= \frac{\partial}{\partial x^{j}}A_{k}-\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{k}}A_{j}$ , $E_{*}= \frac{\partial}{\partial x^{i}}\phi-\frac{\partial}{\partial t}A_{\dot{\eta}}$ .
$d^{4}F=d^{4}d^{4}A=0$
$\sum_{i=1}^{3}\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{1}}B_{i}=0$, $\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{j}}E_{k}-\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{k}}E_{j}+\dot{B}_{i}=0$ .
$R^{3}$ $d= \sum_{*=1}^{3}\frac{\partial}{\partial x:}dx^{i}$
$dB=0$, $dE+B=0$ , (1)
$divB=0$ , $\nabla\cross E+$ $=0$ . (2)
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2 $j=j_{1}dx^{2}\wedge dx^{3}+j_{2}dx^{3}\wedge dx^{1}+j_{3}dx^{1}\wedge dx^{2}$
3 $\rho dx^{1}dx^{2}dx^{3}$
$d^{4}\star F=j\wedge dt+\rho$ $R^{3}\cross R^{1}$ $\star$ 4 Hodge
$*$ 3 Hodge
$d*E=\rho dx^{1}\wedge dx^{2}\wedge dx^{3}$ , $d*B+*\dot{E}=j$ , (3)
$d^{*}E=\rho$ , $d^{*}B+\dot{E}=*j$ (4)
$divE=\rho$ , $\nabla\cross B+\dot{E}=j$ . (5)
(1)(2) (3)(4)
$\rho$ $j$
1.2 4 Yang-Mills $.3$
$M=R^{4}$ (vector potential)
$\hat{A}=A+\phi dt=A_{1}dx^{1}+A_{2}dx^{2}+A_{3}dx^{3}+\phi dt$ , $A_{k},$ $\phi\in su(n)$ .
$\hat{A}$ Yang-Mills
$d_{\hat{A}}^{\star}F_{\hat{A}}=0$ , $d_{\hat{A}}F_{\hat{A}}=0$ , (6)
Yang-Mills
$d_{\hat{A}}$ , $d_{\hat{A}}^{\star}\#f4$ covariant derivative Hodge dual,
$d_{A}$ , $d_{A}^{*}$ $3$ covariant derivative Hodge dual
$F_{\hat{A}}$ $=$ $B+Edt$ ,
$B$ $\equiv$ $F_{A}=\epsilon_{ijk}B_{i}dx^{j}\wedge dx^{k}$ , $B_{i}= \frac{\partial A_{k}}{\partial x^{j}}-\frac{\partial A_{j}}{\partial x^{k}}+[A_{j}A_{k}]$,
$E=d_{A}\phi-A=E_{i}dx^{i}$ , $E_{i}= \frac{\partial\phi}{\partial x^{i}}+[A_{i}, \phi]-\frac{\partial A_{i}}{\partial t}$ ,
$d_{\hat{A}}^{\star}F_{A}=0$
$d_{A}^{*}B+[\phi, E]+\dot{E}=0$ , $d_{A}^{*}E=0$ . (7)
$d_{\hat{A}}F_{\hat{A}}=0$ [Bianchi Identity]
$d_{A}E+[\phi, B]-\dot{B}=0$ , $d_{A}B=0$ . (8)
(7), (8) 4 Ymg-Mills 3
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1.3
$\hat{A}=A+\phi dt$ 4 $\hat{\mathcal{G}}=C^{\infty}(R^{4},su(n))$
$\hat{g}\cdot\hat{A}=\hat{g}^{-1}\hat{A}\hat{g}+\hat{g}^{-1}d\hat{g}$
$\hat{g}\in\hat{\mathcal{G}}$





$g\cdot(A, \phi)==(g\cdot A, Ad_{g}-1(\phi+\dot{g}g^{-1}))$ .
23 Yang-Mills
2.1 Yang-Mills $3$
$\phi=0$ $E$ $=$ - 3 Yang-Mils (7),
(8)
$d_{A}^{*}B+\dot{E}=0$ , $d_{A}^{*}E=0$ , (9)
$d_{A}E-\dot{B}=0$ , $d_{A}B$ $=0$ . (10)
1. $d_{A}^{*}B+\dot{E}=0$ $d_{A}E-\dot{B}=0$ (vector potential)
Poisson
2. $d_{A}^{*}E=0$ $d_{A}B=0$ (vector potential)
rduction (moment map $0$ )
moment map Lie $\mathcal{G}$
$($ Lie $\mathcal{G})^{*}$ $YM$- $YM$
2.2 YM
$M=M^{3}$ $3$ compact $G=SU(n),$ $n\geq 2$ ,
$su(n)$ trace $0$ $n\cross n$




$A\in \mathcal{A}$ $T_{A}A=\Omega^{1}(M, su(n))$ .
$a,$ $b\in T_{A}A\simeq\Omega^{1}(M, su(n))$
$(a, b)_{1}= \int_{M}Tra\wedge*b$
$\wedge,$ $*$
$R=TA$ symplectic $\sigma$ $R=T\mathcal{A}\ni(A, p),$ $p\in T_{A}A$ ,
$\sigma_{(A,p)}((a,x), (b, y))=(b, x)_{1}-(a, y)_{1}$ , (11)
$\forall(a,x),$ $(b,y)\in T_{(A,p)}R=T_{A}A\oplus T_{A}A$ ,
$R$ $\Phi$ $((a,x)$ $)$
$\delta\Phi_{(A,p)}(\begin{array}{l}ax\end{array})=\lim_{tarrow 0}\frac{1}{t}(\Phi(A+ta,p+tx)-\Phi(A,p))$
$\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta A},$ $\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta p}\in T_{A}A\simeq\Omega^{1}(M,adP)$
$\delta\Phi_{(A,p)}(\begin{array}{l}a0\end{array})=(\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta A},$ $a)_{1}$ , $\delta\Phi_{(A,p)}(\begin{array}{l}0x\end{array})=(\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta p},$ $x)_{1}$ .
$H(A, p)= \frac{1}{2}(B, B)_{2}+\frac{1}{2}(p, p)_{1}$ , $B=F_{A}$ , (12)
$( \frac{\delta B}{\delta A})a=\lim_{tarrow 0}\frac{1}{t}(F_{A+ta}-F_{A})=d_{A}a,$ $(^{\delta}z)x=x$
$\delta H_{(A,p)}(\begin{array}{l}ax\end{array})=(d_{A}a, F_{A})_{2}+(p, x)_{1}=(a, d_{A}^{*}F_{A})_{1}+(p, x)_{1}$ (13)
$\frac{\delta H}{\delta A}=d_{A}^{*}B$ , $\frac{\delta H}{\delta p}=p$ .
(13), (11)
$\delta H_{(A,p)}(\begin{array}{l}ax\end{array})=\sigma_{(A,p)}((a, x), (p, -d_{A}^{*}F_{A}))$ . (14)
$X_{H}$
$(X_{H})_{(A,p)}= (\begin{array}{l}p-d_{A}^{*}B\end{array})=p\frac{\partial}{\partial A}-d_{A}^{*}B\frac{\partial}{\partial p}$ . (15)
$\dot{A}=p$ $\dot{p}=d_{A}^{*}B$ (I6)





$g\cdot(A,p)=(A+g^{-1}d_{A}g, g^{-1}pg)$ , $g\in \mathcal{G}$ (17)
( ) $H$
$Lie\mathcal{G}=\Omega^{0}(M, adP)$ $\xi\in Lie\mathcal{G}$ $\xi_{R}$
$\xi_{R}(A,p)=\frac{d}{dt}|_{t=0}(\exp t\xi\cdot A, \exp t\xi\cdot E)=(d_{A}\xi, -[\xi, p])\in T_{(A,p)}R$ .
$R$ $J^{\xi}$ $(dJ^{\xi})_{(A,p)}=\sigma_{(A,p)}(\cdot, \xi_{R})$
$J^{\xi}((A,p))=(d_{A}^{*}p,\xi)_{0}$ (18)
$( \xi,\eta)_{0}=\int_{M}Tr\xi*\eta$ (18)
$(dJ^{\xi})_{(A,p)}(\begin{array}{l}a0\end{array})$ $= \lim_{tarrow 0}\frac{1}{t}((d_{A+tc}^{*}p,\xi)_{0}-(d_{A}^{*}p,\xi)_{0})=\lim_{tarrow 0}\frac{1}{t}(p, d_{A+ta}\xi-d_{A}\xi)_{1}$
$=$ $(p, [a, \xi])_{1}=(a, [\xi,p])_{1}$ .
$(dJ^{\xi})_{(A,E)} (\begin{array}{l}0x\end{array})=\lim_{tarrow 0}\frac{1}{t}((d_{A}^{*}(p+tx), \xi)_{0}-(d_{A}^{*}p,\xi)_{0})==(d_{A}^{*}x,\xi)_{0}=(x, d_{A}\xi)_{1}$ .
$(dJ^{\xi})_{(A,p)}(\begin{array}{l}ax\end{array})=(d_{A}\xi,x)_{1}-(a, -[\xi, p])_{1}=\sigma_{(A,p)}((a, x), (d_{A}\xi, -[\xi, p]))$ .






$=\{(A,E)\in R; A\in A;J(A,E)=0\}=\{(A,E)\in R; A\in \mathcal{A};d_{A}^{*}E=0\}$
$R=TA$ submanifold $(R, \sigma)$ $\mathcal{G}$ invariant coisotropic
submanifold $\mathcal{G}\{g(R_{0}, \sigma)$ locally free $\mathcal{G}$-orbit null-
foliation leaves $(R_{0}/\mathcal{G}, \sigma)$ reduced symplectic manifold
(Marsden-Weinstein reduction theorem).
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$YM$- (9) $d_{A}^{*}E=0$ $A$ $0$
$(Lie\mathcal{G})^{*}$ current (charge) $\{j,\rho\}$
$\bullet$ 22,2.3
symplectic (TA, $\sigma$) $H(A,p)= \frac{1}{2}(B, B)_{2}+\frac{1}{2}(E, E)_{1}$ Hamil-
tonian $YM$ $d_{A}^{*}B-\dot{E}=0$
$d_{A}^{*}E=0$ $A\in \mathcal{A}$
$A,$ $B=F_{A}$ $g\cdot A$
constant chargc $=$ $\mathcal{G}$ reduced sym-
plectic $(TA/\mathcal{G}, \sigma)$
3 Vorticity $\text{ _{}\overline{J\backslash }\text{ }}^{-}$ Clebsh parametrization.
Maxwell (2), (4) $A\in A$
$A$ $p=-E$ YM $E$
YM- $B$
vorticity YM-
$E$ YM- $B$ $\mathcal{G}$
3.1 YM vorticity
$\mathcal{A}$ $T^{*}\mathcal{A}arrow\pi A$
$T^{*}A$ $(A, B)\in T^{*}A$, $A\in A,$ $B\in T_{A}A$ ,
$(A, B)\in T^{*}A$
$T_{(A,B)}(T^{*}A)=T_{A}A\oplus T_{A}^{*}A\simeq\Omega^{1}(M, adP)\cross\Omega^{2}(M, adP)$ (20)
$\mathcal{P}=T(T^{*}A)$ Poisson
$\mathcal{P}$ $(A, B, E)\in \mathcal{P},$ $A\in \mathcal{A},$ $E\in T_{A}\mathcal{A},$ $B\in T^{*}A$ ,
$\Phi=\Phi(A, E, B)\in C^{\infty}(\mathcal{P})$
$\delta\Phi$
$–\in\Omega^{1}(M, adP)\simeq T_{A}\mathcal{A}$, (21)
$\delta E$
: $\forall a\in T_{A}A\simeq\Omega^{1}(M,adP)$
$(d \Phi)_{(A,E,B)}(\begin{array}{l}a0\end{array})=\lim_{\epsilonarrow 0}\frac{\Phi(A,E+\epsilon a,B)-\Phi(A,E,B)}{\epsilon}=(a,$ $\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta E})_{1}$ (22)
$\delta\Phi$




$(d \Phi)_{(A,E,B)}(\begin{array}{l}0\beta\end{array})=\lim_{\epsilonarrow 0}\frac{\Phi(A,E,B+\epsilon\beta)-\Phi(A,E,B)}{\epsilon}=(\beta,$ $\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta B})_{2}$ .
(24)
Poisson bracket $lJ$
$\{\Phi, \Psi\}_{v\pi}=(\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta E},$ $d_{A}^{*}( \frac{\delta\Psi}{\delta B}))_{1}-(\frac{\delta\Psi}{\delta E},$ $d_{A}^{*}( \frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta B}))_{1}$ (25)
$H= \frac{1}{2}((E, E)_{1}+(B, B)_{2})$
$\frac{\delta H}{\delta E}=E$ , $\frac{\delta H}{\delta B}=B$ (26)
Poissson $\dot{\Phi}=\{H, \Phi\}$
$\dot{\Phi}=(d\Phi)_{(A,E,B)}(\begin{array}{l}\dot{E}\dot{B}\end{array})=(\dot{E},$ $\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta E})_{1}+(\dot{B},$ $\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta B})_{2}$ ,
$\{H, \Phi\}=(E,$ $d_{A}^{*}( \frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta B}))_{1}-(\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta E},$ $d_{A}^{*}B)_{1}=(d_{A}E,$ $\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta B})_{2}-(\frac{\delta\Phi}{\delta E},$ $d_{A}^{*}B)_{1}$
$\dot{E}=-d_{A}^{*}B$ , $\dot{B}=d_{A}E$ , (27)
$YM$ (9), (10)
3.2 Clebsch parametrization
$\psi:TA\ni(A, p)arrow(E=-p, B=F_{A})\in P=T(T^{*}A)$ (28)
$\forall\Phi,$ $\Psi\in C^{\infty}(\mathcal{P})$
$\{\Psi 0\psi, \Phi 0\psi\}_{vor}=\{\Psi, \Phi\}_{R}\circ\psi$ (29)
symplectic $(R,\omega)$ Poisson $(P, \{, \}_{v\alpha}.)$
Poisson map
$\dot{E}\dot{A}==$ $-d_{A}^{*}B-E\}debsch\Rightarrow\{\begin{array}{l}\dot{E} = -d_{A}^{*}B,B= d_{A}E\end{array}$ (30)
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3.3
Poisson $\mathcal{P}$ $\mathcal{G}=\Omega^{0}(M, AdP)$ infinitsimal
1 $T^{*}A$ 1 $\theta$
$(A,B)\in T^{*}\mathcal{A}$
$T_{(A,B)}(T^{*}A)=T_{A}A \oplus T_{A}^{*}\mathcal{A}\ni(\begin{array}{l}a\beta\end{array})arrow\theta_{(A,B)}(\begin{array}{l}a\beta\end{array})=\int_{M}TrB\wedge a$ . (31)
$\beta$
$\theta_{(A,B)}a$ , $a\in T_{A}\mathcal{A}$
$\xi\in Lie\mathcal{G}$ $A$ infiniteimaI
$Lie\mathcal{G}\cross A\ni(\xi, A)arrow\xi\cdot A=d_{A}\xi\in T_{A}A$
$A$ $Aarrow d_{A}\xi$ $T^{*}A$ (cotan-
gent lift) $lJ$
$T^{*}A \ni(A, B)arrow\theta_{(A,B)}d_{A}\xi=\int_{M}TrB\wedge d_{A}\xi$ (32)
Hamiltonian $T^{*}\mathcal{A}$ Hamiltonian vector field Hamil-
tonian vector field
$\Phiarrow X(\Phi)=\{\Phi, \theta_{(A,B)}d_{A}\xi\}$
$\mathcal{P}$ $x$ $\xi\in Lie$ $\mathcal{G}$ $\mathcal{P}$
infiniteimal momrnt map $J$
$J$ : $P\ni(A, E, B)arrow(\xi\sim\theta_{(A,B)}d_{A}\xi)\in(Lie\mathcal{G})^{*}$ . (33)
$\theta_{(A,B)}d_{A}\xi=\int_{M}TrB\wedge d_{A}\xi=-\int_{M}Trd_{A}B\xi$
$J=-d_{A}B$ . (34)
$\bullet$ YM $(10)$ $d_{A}B=0$ $(A, E, B)\in \mathcal{P}$ moment map $J$
$0$ moment map $=$




4 incompressible flow Euler










$B\subset R^{3}$ $B$ SDif$f(B)$
SVect$(B)=\{v\in Vect(B)$ ;divv $=$ O, v $//\partial B\}$
$//\partial B$ $v$ $\partial B$
$\mathcal{G}=SVect(B)\ni$ v, u bracket $[v, u]=(v\cdot\nabla)u-(u\cdot\nabla)v$
( ) $\frac{\delta F}{\delta v}(v)\in \mathcal{G}$
$DF( v)\delta v=\lim_{\epsilonarrow 0}\frac{F(v+\epsilon\delta v)-F(v)}{\epsilon}=\int_{B}\frac{\delta F}{\delta v}(v)\delta vdx^{3}$
$F,G\in C^{\infty}(\mathcal{G}),$ $v\in \mathcal{G}$ ,
$\{F,G\}(v)=-\int_{B}v\cdot[\frac{\delta F}{\delta v}$ $(v)$ , $\frac{\delta G}{\delta v}(v)]dx^{3}$ . (35)
$(\mathcal{G}, \{\cdot, \cdot\})$ 1 Poisson
$H( v)=\frac{1}{2}\int_{B}v\cdot vdx^{3}$
Hamilton $\frac{d}{dt}F(v(t))=\{H,F\}(v)$
$\int_{B}\frac{\delta F}{\delta v}(v)\cdot dx^{3}=-\int_{B}v\cdot[\frac{\delta F}{\delta v}(v),v]$ 3.
SVect$(B)\ni v$
$\dot{v}+(v\cdot\nabla)v+\nabla p=0$ , $p$ , (36)
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4.1.2 $\mathcal{G}^{*}\simeq\nabla\cross \mathcal{G}$ : vorticity vector fields
$\bullet$ $\mathcal{G}$ $\mathcal{G}^{*}$
$\{F, G\}(\nu)=-(\nu,$ $[ \frac{\delta F}{\delta\nu},$ $\frac{\delta G}{\delta\nu}])$ , $\forall\nu\in \mathcal{G}^{*}$ (37)
Poisson $\frac{\delta F}{\delta\nu}\in \mathcal{G}$
$DF( \nu)\delta\nu=\lim_{\epsilonarrow 0}\frac{F(\nu+\epsilon\delta\nu)-F(\nu)}{\epsilon}=(\delta\nu,$ $\frac{\delta F}{\delta\nu})$
Poisson $P$ Moment $J$ : $Parrow \mathcal{G}^{*}$
Poisson map($=$ Clebsch parametrization)
$\mathcal{G}=SVect(B)$ 3
$\mathcal{G}^{*}\simeq\nabla\cross \mathcal{G}$ $\mathcal{G}^{*}\simeq\Omega^{1}(B)/d\Omega^{0}(B)$ $\mathcal{G}^{*}\simeq Z^{2}(B, \partial B)$
$\bullet$ vorticity vector fields
$\nabla\cross \mathcal{G}=\{\omega=\nabla\cross v; v\in \mathcal{G}\}$.
$u\in \mathcal{G}$ $\nabla\cross v=u$ $(mod. \nabla f)$
$v\in \mathcal{G}$ Biot-Savart’s :
$v(y)=BS(u)=-\frac{1}{4\pi}\int_{B}\frac{u(x)\cross(x-y)}{|x-y|^{3}}d^{3_{X}}$ ,








$\frac{d}{dt}F(\omega)=\{H, F\}(\omega)=-(\omega, [v, \frac{\delta F}{\delta\omega}])$ , $v=BS\omega$ .
$v=BS\omega$ Lie $L_{v}$ $-[ v, \frac{\delta F}{\delta\omega}]=L_{v}\frac{\delta F}{\delta\omega}$
$\{H, F\}(\omega)=-\int_{B}\omega\cdot L_{v}\frac{\delta F}{\delta\omega}d^{3_{X}}=\int_{B}L_{v}\omega\cdot\frac{\delta F}{\delta\omega}d^{3}x$ , $\forall F$.
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$\dot{\omega}=L_{v}\omega$ , $\omega=\nabla\cross v$ . (39)
(36) $\nabla$ (36) $\dot{v}=v\cross\omega+\nabla q$
$\dot{\omega}$ $=$ $\nabla\cross\dot{v}=\nabla\cross(v\cross\omega)+\nabla\cross\nabla q$
$=(\omega\cdot\nabla)v-(v\cdot\nabla)\omega-(divv)\omega+(div\omega)v$
$=$ $(\omega\cdot\nabla)v-(v\cdot\nabla)\omega=L_{v}\omega$ .
(39) Euler vortex (vorticity )
$(39)$ Euler $($ $)$ $\mathcal{G}^{*}$ coadjoint orbit
Lord Kelvin’s circulation theorem:
velocity vector field $v$ vorticity vector field $\omega_{v}=\nabla\cross v$ volume
preserving diffeomorphism diffeomorphism $v$
velocity vector field vorticity Euler
flow 1 diffeomorphism velocity vector field
vorticity
4.2 $\mathcal{G}^{*}$





$([ \nu], v)=\int_{B}\nu(v)d^{3}x$ , $\nu\in\Omega^{1}(B),$ $v\in Vect(B)$ . (41)
Arnold inertia operator
$A:\mathcal{G}\ni varrow\nu=Av\in \mathcal{G}^{*}$ (42)
$(A v, w)=\int_{B}v(x)\cdot w(x)d^{3}x$ , $w,$ $v\in Vect(B)$ . (43)
$\mathcal{G}$ $\mathcal{G}^{*}$ : $v=\sum_{j}vj^{\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{j}}}\nu=\sum_{j}v_{j}dx_{j}$ .
inertia operator $A$ $\mathcal{G}$ Euler (36) $g*$
$\dot{\nu}=-L_{A^{-1}\nu}\nu-df$ $(\forall)f\in\Omega^{0}(B)$ . (44)
$[A- K. IV$ $1.D]$ $L_{v}$ $v$ Lie
(44) $\mathcal{G}^{*}=\Omega^{1}(B)/d\Omega^{0}(B)$ $H( \nu)=\frac{1}{2}(\nu, A^{-1}\nu)$
$\frac{\delta H}{\delta\nu}=A^{-1}\nu$
$\frac{d}{dt}F(\nu(t))=\{H, F\}(\nu(t))=-(\nu, [A^{-1}\nu, \frac{\delta F}{\delta\nu}] )=(-\nu, ad_{A^{-1}\nu}\frac{\delta F}{\delta\nu})$ ,
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$\dot{\nu}=-ad_{A^{-1}\nu}^{*}\nu$ . (45)
(SDif (B) Vect$(B)$ )
SDif$f(B)$ $\dot{g}\in Vect(B)$
$Ad_{g}$ g$*$ ( )
$Ad_{g}v=g_{*}v$ , (46)
$Ad_{g}^{*}\nu=g^{*}\nu$, $ad_{v}^{*}\nu=L_{v}\nu$ , $mod d\Omega^{0}(B)$ (47)
(45)












Green $G$ $\nu\in Z^{2}(B,\partial B)$ $\Delta\beta=\nu$ $\beta=G\nu\in$
$Z^{2}(B, \partial B)$
Svect $(B)\ni v$ $arrow$ $v^{b}=Av\in\Omega^{1}(B)/d\Omega^{0}(B)$
$\nabla\cross.SVect(B)\ni\nabla\cross v=\omega$ $arrow$ $dv^{b}=\omega^{b}=i_{\omega}vol\in Z^{2}(B, \partial B)$ ,
SVect $(B)\ni v$ $arrow$ $i_{v}vol\in Z^{2}(B, \partial B)$ ,
$Z^{2}(B,\partial B)$
$(( \beta, v))=\int_{B}(d^{*}G\beta, v)d^{3_{X}}$ ,
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$\mathcal{G}$ $g*\simeq Z^{2}(B,\partial B)$ Poisson
$\{F, G\}=-((\beta, [\frac{\delta F}{\delta\beta}, \frac{\delta G}{\delta\beta}]))$ , (50)
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$\frac{\delta F}{\delta\beta}\in \mathcal{G}\#J$
$DF( \beta)\delta\beta=((\delta\beta, \frac{\delta F}{\delta\beta}))$ (51)
$H( \beta)=\frac{1}{2}\int_{B}\beta\wedge d^{*}G\beta$
$v=\frac{\delta H}{\delta\beta}$ $DH( \beta)\gamma=\int_{B}\gamma\wedge d^{*}G\beta$ $DH(\beta)\gamma=$
$((\gamma, v))$ , $\forall\gamma\in Z^{2}(B, \partial B)$ , $v^{b}=d^{*}G\beta$ , $mod d\Omega^{0}(B)$ . $\omega^{\triangleright}=$
$dv^{b}=\beta$ . $v=\frac{\delta H}{\delta\beta}$ $\beta$ vorticity form velocity field
$\dot{F}=\{F, H\}=-((\beta, [\frac{\delta F}{\delta\beta}, v]))=-((\beta, L_{v}\frac{\delta F}{\delta\beta}))=((L_{v}\beta, \frac{\delta F}{\delta\beta}))=DF(\beta)L_{v}\beta$ .
Euler vorticity ( vorticity )




$F=C^{\infty}(R^{3}),$ $\mathcal{R}_{c}=$ compact support Radon measure. $Z=F\cross \mathcal{R}_{c}$
symplectic
$\sigma((\lambda_{1}, \mu_{1}), (\lambda_{2}, \mu_{2}))=\int_{B}\lambda_{1}\mu_{2}-\int_{B}\lambda_{2}\mu_{1}$ ,
symplctic vector space $F\cross \mathcal{R}_{c}$ Functional $H\in C(Z)$
Frechet $\frac{\delta H}{\delta\lambda}\in \mathcal{R}_{c}$
$D_{1}H( \lambda, \mu)\xi\equiv\lim_{\epsilonarrow 0}\frac{H(\lambda+\epsilon\xi,\mu)-F(\lambda,\mu)}{\epsilon}=\int_{R^{3}}\xi\frac{\delta H}{\delta\lambda}$
$\frac{\delta H}{\delta\mu}\in F$ $X_{H}=$






$J:(\lambda, \mu)arrow\lambda d\mu\in\Omega^{1}(B)/d\Omega^{0}(B)$ . (53)
$v\in \mathcal{G}=SVect(B)$ $F$ infinitesimal action
Lie $-L_{v}\lambda$ moment map
$<v,$ $J( \lambda, \mu)>=\int_{B}(-L_{v}\lambda)(x)\mu(x)dvol(x)=\int_{B}\lambda(x)(L_{v}\mu)(x)dvol(x)$ .
$L_{v}\mu=(d\mu)v$ $<v,$ $J( \lambda, \mu)>=\int_{B}\lambda(x)d\mu(v)(x)dvol(x)$ .
$J(\lambda, \mu)=\lambda d\mu$ $mod d\Omega^{0}(B)$ .
$\mathcal{G}^{*}\simeq Z^{2}(B, \partial B)$ $J(\lambda, \mu)=d\lambda\wedge d\mu$ .
$(F\cross \mathcal{R}_{c}, \sigma)\ni(\lambda, \mu)arrow(Z^{2}(B, \partial B), \{\cdot, \cdot\})$
symplectic $(F\cross R_{c}, \sigma)$ Poisson $(\mathcal{G}^{*}, \{\cdot, \cdot\})$ Poisson
map $(\lambda, \mu)$ Clebsch parametrization.
Clebsch parametrization $(Z=F\cross \mathcal{R}_{c}, \sigma)$
symplectic $Sp(2,R)$ ([M-W] p.313)
4.5 Helicity




Hlicity vorticity $\omega$ $\omega$ $\mathbb{V}+\nabla$f $\in$ V$ect_{div,\partial}(B)$
;
$\int_{B}\nabla f\cdot\omega d^{3}x=0$ .
$H(\omega)$
inertia operator $A$ $\mathcal{G}^{*}$ $v^{b}=Av\in \mathcal{G}^{*},$ $\omega^{b}=dv^{b}$
$H( \omega)=\int_{B}v^{b}dv^{b}=\int_{B}v^{b}\omega^{b}$ (54)
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Maxwell Helicity( Helicity) (54)
$H(B)= \int_{M}A\wedge dA=\int_{M}$ $A$ $B$ , $B=F_{A}=dA$
$d(A+d\phi)=dA,$ $dB=0$ $H(B)$ $B=dA$
$A\in \mathcal{A}$ $U(1)-$ Chern-Simons






$H(E)= \int_{M}Tr(E\wedge d_{A}E)$ (56)
$E=-p$ $g\in \mathcal{G}$ $parrow g^{-1}pg$ (2,3 )
$H(E)$ orbit space $A/\mathcal{G}$
vorticity
[ ] SDif$f(B)$ Maxwell $\Omega^{1}(B)$ semi direct product
$SDiff(B)$ $YM$ Jackiw
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